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Fhis paper deals with a class of nonconvex mathematical programs called Extreme Point 
Mathematical Programs. This class is a generalization or" zero-one integer programs and is a 
special ca~e of the Generalized Lattice Point Problem, and finds applications in various areas 
such as production scheduling, load balancing, and concave programming. The currenl work ex- 
isting on this class of problems i limited to certain dual t_~ pes of extreme point ranking melhods 
(v,'hich do not find a feasible solution until optimality) and some non-convergent cutting plane 
algorithms. No computational experience exists. This paper develops a finitely con,,ergent branch 
and bound algorithm for solving the problem. The principles involved in the design of this 
aleorithm arc quite general and apply to a wider class of mathematical programs inclnditlg the 
Generalized Lattice F'oint Problem. A random problem generator is described which is capable 
of genctating problems of varying levels (/1" difficulty. Conq'~tLtational experience on such pt o 
bletns i,, provided. 
I. Introduction 
This paper  addresses  a class o f  nonconvex  mathemat ica l  p rogramming prob lems 
cal led Ext reme Po int  Mathemat ica l  P rograms (EPMP) ,  which may be stated as 
fo l lows:  
(EPMP)  
where  
min imize  {c 'x :  xeXn V} (1.1) 
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X { .veR" :  Ax<_b} (1.2) 
and V is the set o f  ext reme points  or vert ices o f  the set 
Y -  {xeR" :  Dx<_f,  x_>0}. (1.3) 
Th is  p rob lem is a genera l i zat ion  o f  zero -one  integer p rogramming prob lems in 
which the set Y is a unit hypercube  in R", and is a special case o t  a wider class o f  
p rob lems in t roduced  by Glover  and K l ingman [9], namely  the Genera l i zed Latt ice 
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Point Problem (GLPP), which may be mathematically stated as 
(GLPP) minimize {c-x: xeXQU} (1.4) 
where X is as defined by (1.2) and U is the set of d (_<n)-dimensional f ces of the 
set Y defined in (1.3). The problem GLPP has several important special cases such 
as mixed-integer zero-one programming problems and the cardinality constrained 
linear programming problem, and may itself be cast into the framework of multiple 
choice constrained programs. All of the above problems fall in the general category 
of what are known as Disjunctive Programming Problems, and the reader is refer- 
red to Sherali and Shetty [26] for a detailed taxonomy. It is remarked here that the 
algorithm presented in this paper can be readily adapted for the wider class of GLPP 
problems. 
Beside the host of applications which arise in the special case of zero-one integer 
programming problems, other applications of EPMP include critical path problems 
under assignment constraints as in Chandrasekaran, et al. [5], the production 
scheduling model of Kirby and Scobey [14], the large scale model for assigning 
teachers to classes as described by Mulvey [21], and the problem of allocating m jobs 
to n departments in such a way as to obtain an equitable index of loads for each 
department as presented by Sherali and Shetty [26]. In addition, as suggested by 
Cabot [3], a sequence of EPMP subproblems may be used to obtain a global op- 
timum for the nonconvex problem of minimizing a concave function over a 
polyhedral set. 
A majority of the algorithms which exist for soving EPMP are extreme point 
ranking methods. These algorithms are dual procedures in that the first feasible 
solution encountered is the optimum solution. A first published effort for solving 
EPMP appears to be due to Kirby, Love and Swamp [12] who exploit the fact that 
i f xeXD V, then x is a vertex of XD Y. Hence, they suggest he ranking of the ex- 
treme points of XA Y with respect o c.x, until a ranked extreme point is feasible 
to V. Subsequently, several variants of this technique followed. The first of these, 
proposed by the same authors [13], recommended that the extreme points of Y may 
be ranked until a vertex which also belongs to X (and which is therefore optimal) 
is obtained. In an effort to improve upon both the above algorithms, Puri and 
Swarup [22] introduced what they referred to as a 'strong cut procedure'. Here, in 
the context of the first method [12] above, after ranking all the optimal and the se- 
cond best extreme points of Y, a cut c.x_> v~ is introduced, where w is the second 
best objective function value. Thereafter, if further ranking is required, the optimal 
and second best extreme points of the set }'D{x: c'.v_>v2} are generated (which 
may include vertices other than those of Y), and this process is repeated until a 
vertex of Y feasible to Xis  encountered. Kumar and Wagner [15] provide a minor 
variant of [17] in which during the solution of the linear program over the set XC/ Y, 
only the rows corresponding to the constraints of Y are selected as pivot rows until 
either the linear program is solved, or it is no longer feasible to continue this selec- 
tive pivoting, whence the procedure reverts to the scheme of Kirby, et al. [12]. 
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For all the above methods, no computational experience xists, and one can only 
conceptualize extreme cases wherein one or the other variant may be obviously 
preferable. However, it may be worthwhile to briefly indicate the extent of com- 
putations that may be involved. For example, Kelly and Tolle [11] point out that 
for a set Y with 15 variables and 15 constraints uch that each hyperplane defining 
Y corresponds to a facet of this set, the expected number of vertices is 162,073. Fur- 
ther, using the algorithm of Matheiss [18] (which was found superior to other alter- 
native methods in a recent comparative study by Matheiss and Rubin [19]), the 
estimated cpu time to enumerate these vertices on an IBM 370/168 computer with 
coding in Fortran, as given via the regression equation developed in [19], would be 
approximately 71 minutes. Hence, it is easy to construct examples in which the ef- 
fort to solve EPMP may vary from a few seconds (for instance, when the linear pro- 
gramming relaxation solves the problem) to 71 minutes or more for a problem of 
the above size. 
The first departure from the above ranking methods was due to Glover and 
Klingman [9]. They present a (dual) cutting plane algorithm for Problem GLPP 
which solves a sequence of tighter linear programming relaxations of the problem 
over Xf'l Y, generating at each stage a convexity cutting plane. These cutting planes 
are generated by invoking the fact that at a feasible solution to GLPP, at least 
(n -  d) of the inequalities defining Y must be binding. Again, no computational ex- 
perience was provided. However, as demonstrated by Sen and Sherali [24], an 
algorithm of this type may generate an infinite sequence of points, with no subse- 
quence converging to an optimal solution. 
In a subsequent paper, Cabot [4] presented a procedure to solve GLPP, and hence 
EPMP, by solving a sequence of nonconvex programs in which a convex function 
is maximized over a polyhedral set. The special convex function used is such that 
it assumes larger values for feasible points Xfh V than the other vertices of XD Y. 
Hence at each stage, a vertex in XD Vis detected and deleted and the process con- 
tinues until no point in XQ V remains. The difficulty here is that one needs to solve 
several convex maximization problems. 
Finally, we mention that a hybrid enumeration and cutting plane algorithm 
developed for a special class of zero-one mixed integer programs by Glover and 
Klingman [10] may also be considered applicable to EPMP. This follows by assum- 
ing that EPMP has the counting property [10], which states that any.re Y for which 
at least n of the defining inequalities i binding is a vertex of Y, and by transforming 
EPMP to a zero-one mixed integer program by the usual trick of using binary 
variables to represent logical inequalities. For a problem of this type, Glover and 
Klingman [10] use Tui's [29] enumerative cone splitting concept in conjunction with 
the cutting planes of Young [30] to devise a hybrid algorithm. However, in view of 
Zwart [31], an algorithm of this type is not necessarily finite because the same cone 
can be regenerated an infinite number of times. Perhaps, the recent (convergent) 
adaptation due to Thoai and Tui [27] may be a preferable alternative. Another 
method one may consider to be indirectly applicable to solving EPMP is Rubin's 
I23] algorithm. 
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The foregoing assessment of  available procedures for Problem EPMP, and in 
particular, the glaring lack of any computational experience for the problem, is in- 
dicative that this and related important classes of problems deserve more attention 
than has been forthcoming. The present paper is a step in this direction. In the next 
section we present he proposed algorithm. Following this, we describe a technique 
for generating random problems of varying levels of difficulty on which computa- 
tional experience is provided. Again, we point out that the discussions herein may 
be readily adapted for the more general Generalized Lattice Point Problem. 
2. A branch and bound enumeration algorithm 
This section presents an application of the branch and bound principle to Extreme 
Point Mathematical Programming. Ever since the landmark paper of Land and 
Doig [16], the branch and bound strategy has attracted considerable attention for 
problems with integer restrictions, and is increasingly been applied to other non- 
convex programs as well (for example, see Yomlin [28], and Thoai and Tui [27]). 
The fundamental idea is that since the original problem is hard to solve as a whole, 
it is subdivided into subproblems, a collective solution of which yields an optimum 
for the original problem. The process of subdivision is generally referred to as the 
branching strategy. At each stage in the solution process, a search strategy is used 
to select an unsolved subproblem. If the selected subproblem can be readily solved 
or if it can be easily determined that it is infeasible, then another subproblem is 
selected via the search strategy. Otherwise, a bounding strategy is used to compute 
a lower bound on the objective value of a solution available from this subproblem. 
If this lower bound exceeds a known incumbent solution value, then this sub- 
problem is eliminated. In any of the above cases, the subproblem is said to be 
fathomed. Otherwise, the subproblem is further partitioned using the branching 
strategy, and the process continues until all subproblems are fathomed. 
The conceptual basis for applying the branch and bound principle to EPMP is 
inherent in the branching strategy that can be used for this problem. Since this 
strategy is applied to any subproblem in the same way as it is applied to EPMP 
itself, let us consider the latter case for notational simplicity. Furthermore, for con- 
venience, let us rewrite the inequalities D.v_<J, .v_ 0 in (1.3) collectively as follows, 
where I is an appropriate index set 
Y -  {xeR":  wi.x<_ wio , i e  I} .  (2.1) 
Also, let the variables in the vector x and the slack variables t=- f  - Dx in the con- 
straints (1.3) of Y be called key variables, and let all other slack variables, including 
s~b-Ax  from (1.2) and slacks associated with any conditionally valid cutting 
planes generated be called nonkev  variables. Hence at a feasible vertex in XO V, 
some n key variables must be nonbasic. 
Consider any (branching) index ie 1, say i~, and consider the following set, 
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Yi,,- {xe R": w i'x<_ Wio, ie I -  {i0} }. (2.2) 
Observe that if ~ge V such that wi,'5~< w~,,o, then * is a vertex of  ~'~o" Let V,,, denote 
the set of vertices of  the set ~'i,, and define .g io=xn {x: wi,.x<_wi,,o }, and X,~= 
XN {x: %.x= wi,,o }. Thus, the inequality indexed by i 0 is essentially transferred 
from the set Yto the set X. The problem EPMP can be decomposed in the following 
manner. 
Proposit ion 1. I fEPMP has a solution, then a solution to at least one of  the follow- 
ing problems also solves EPMP:  
minimize c "x, 
or 
subject to xeXi ,  N V (2.3) 
minimize c "x, 
subject to x e Xi,, O 9"i, ' (2.4) 
where Xi, ,, Xi,, and Vio are as defined previously. Moreover, any feasible solution 
to either (2.3) or (2.4) is feasible to EPMP.  
Proof .  The result follows easily from the fact that every point in XO V either 
belongs to the hyperplane wiy= %,,o, or is determined by hyperplanes indexed by 
other indices in 1 (or both). [] 
A loose interpretation of  the above result, in terms of the simplex method, is the 
dichotomy that any key variable (slack in the inequality i) can either be nonbasic 
(2.3) or basic (2.4). Further, if a key variable is restricted to be basic, then it may 
be classified as nonkey. Thus given EPMP,  one first solves the usual LP relaxation 
and suppose that the solution to this relaxed problem is infeasible to EPMP.  Then 
this problem is developed further by utilizing the two problems (2.3, 2.4) obtained 
via some (as yet unspecified) choice of  i0. Since the resulting problems are both of  
the same structure as EPMP,  the proposition applies to these problems too and may 
bc utilized to generate subsequent candidate problems, if needed. A schema of the 
algorithm may now be given. 
Step 1: Initialization. The list of candidate sets is XN V, where V is the set of ver- 
tices of Y={wi'x<_wio, ie l} .  Set k=0, .£=O,  9= +oo (unless if an incumbent x
with 9-=c.X is available). 
Step 2: Node ,Selection. If the collection of  candidate sets is empty, stop; the in- 
cumbent solves EPMP.  Otherwise, increment k by 1 and select some candidate set 
from the list. Denote it XaO V k. 
Step 3: Main Step (Node Problem). Can the set XkO V a be fathomed? That is, 
try to determine whether the answer to any of the following is yes: 
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(a) X k 71 V A = O? 
(b) Is an optimum x x to min{c.x:  xeXkN V x} available? 
(c) Let v k denote a lower bound for min{c 'x :  xeXkN Vk}. Is vX_>v? 
If the answer to any of  the above questions is confirmed to be yes, go to Step 5. 
Otherwise go to Step 4. 
Step 4: Branching Step. Utilize (2.3, 2.4) to obtain subproblems of X A O V k and 
add these to the collection of candidate sets. Go to Step 2. 
Step 5: Fathoming Step. The candidate set X k f) V ~ is fathomed; remove it from 
the candidate list. In addition, if case 3(b) holds and if c'xk< ~, then update the in- 
cumbent by resetting yc-x k, e -c .x  k. Go to Step 2. 
The algorithm outlined above may be classified as one of facial enumeration. A
close relative of  this procedure is one due to Burdet [2], who determines all the faces 
of  a polyhedral set. Burdet's procedure directly encounters the face lattice of  a 
polyhedral set by enumerating subfaces of  a face. If such a method were adopted 
for EPMP,  the enumeration would be exhaustive. The procedure here is more in the 
spirit of  implicit enumeration. 
Various details need to be specified in order to make the above algorithm im- 
plementable. The discussion below addresses the choice of  the search strategy along 
with the maintenance of the candidate problem list, the branching strategy and the 
bounding procedure. 
Search Strategy (Step 2) 
In branch and bound, two extreme node selection strategies are the breadth first 
and the depth first approach. Notwithstanding the criticisms against he depth-first 
and last-in-first-out (LIFO) backtracking approach (see Land and Powell [17]), it 
will be recommended for EPMP for the following reason. It turns out that bound 
computations on nodes, particularly those which have resulted through one or more 
partitionings of  the type (2.4), can be quite weak unless several conditionally valid 
cutting planes (valid on a particular branch only) have been added. Since the genera- 
tion and maintenance (addition, updating, deletion) of  these inequalities are both 
time and storage consuming, the depth first L IFO strategy serves such a situation 
best. In order to overcome its inefficiencies, one has to be particularly careful about 
selecting a good branching strategy. This fact is borne out by our computational ex- 
perience. Before presenting such a strategy, let us briefly address the maintenance 
of  candidate problems. 
Basically, we adapt the framework due to Geoffr ion [8]. Here, the list is stored 
by what is known as a partial solution, which is comprised of an ordered subset of  
1. In addition, each index i e I appearing in the list exists as either a + i or a - i, and 
may or may not be 'underl ined'. For example, a partial solution {2,-5,_1,-4_} 
corresponds to a subproplem with 
X k= {x: Ax<_b, w2.x~w2o , w5.x~- w50 , w I .X~wlo , w4.x= w40 } 
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and with V k as the set of vertices of the set {x: wi 'x<wi  o for i • I -{2 ,1}} .  The 
underlining implies that the nodes {2 , -5 , -1}  and {2,-5,1,4} and their 
descendents have been fathomed. With this analogy, the rest of the technique is 
similar to that of Geoffrion [8]. 
In the above connection, note that in X k, whereas the inequalities wi'x<_<_ wio are 
already present in the tableau for i -  1,2, the equalities corresponding to i -4 ,5 ,  may 
be handled by simply forcing zi = w io -w i 'x ,  i=4,5 out of the basis and adopting 
a restricted basis entry approach in which z4, z5 are prevented from entering the 
basis. (Of course, if this cannot be done, then the node is fathomed.) 
Bounding  Strategy (Step 3) 
Consider a node problem over the set xkN V k where 
Xk={x:  g=b-Ax>_O,  Zi:Wio--Wi'x:O for i s J  , 
zi - wio - wi" x >_ O, i s J ~ } 
and V k is the set of vertices of the set {x: z i -  w io -w i "  x_>0, i s  I - J  ~}. Here, J~ 
and J respectively denote the indices i s l  which appear in the partial solution as 
+i and - i  (underlined or otherwise), and the constraints .4x_</~ include the original 
constraints Ax<_b in X along with any valid inequalities added thus far. A linear 
programming relaxation may now be solved at this node as rain{c-x: xsXaA Y}  
via a restricted basis entry rule which prohibits the variables ~i, i • J from entering 
the basis. If this problem is infeasible, then case 3(a) holds. If all the nonbasic 
variables turn out to be key variables at optimality, then case 3(b) holds. Otherwise, 
let .v ~ solve this linear program with Vk=C.X k being a lower bound on the node 
problem. If case 3(c) holds, then again this node is fathomed. Otherwise, the bound 
v x may be strengthened by generating a valid cutting plane as follows. 
Suppose that at the simplex tableau representing x k, there are p nonbasic 
variables which are either nonkey variables g, or are key variables zi, i s J ~. The re- 
maining t t -p  nonbasic variables are all the key variables in J and some free key 
variables in 1- J~UJ  . Further, suppose that in the case of degeneracy, basic 
degenerate free key variables have been pivoted out in exchange for either nonbasic 
nonkey variables gi, or nonbasic key variables z.i, i s  J+, wherever possible. Thus, 
if degenerate free kcy variables remain basic, the elements in these basic rows and 
the foregoing nonbasic olumns are all zeroes. Now, let q be the number of positive 
free key basic variables indexed by a subset of I J +U J . The remaining basic 
variables are either degenerate free key variables, or key variables z.~, i •  J or are 
nonkey variables i. Consider the following result. 
Proposition 2. A l any feas ib le vertex solut ion to the node problem,  at least p o f  the 
q posit ive f ree k~:v basic variables must  be nonbasic'. 
Proof. At any feasible vertex, some n linearly independent hyperplanes defined bv 
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the free key variables and the variables in J must be binding. Since thc va,'iable~ 
in J are forced nonbasic, this meansthat somen i J i of tile freekev variables 
must be nonbasic. Now, since the coefficients in the degenerate basic free key 
(DBFK) variable rows and in the columns of the p nonbasic variables designated 
above are zeroes, this means that the DBFK variables can be written in terms of the 
n-p - [ J  [ nonbasic free key variables (with the fixed nonbasic variables in .I 
eliminated from the problem). Hence, of the hyperplanes defined by the DBFK 
variables and the nonbasic free key variables, at most n -p - : . I  can be linearly 
independent. Consequently, at least p out of the q positive basic free key variables 
must be nonbasic at a feasible vertex solution, and the proof is complete. 
Hence, one may use this combinatorial disjunction to generate a (valid) cutting 
plane as for example in Balas [1], or more generally, as in Sherali and Sen [25], ~o 
delete x a. Call such a cut a combinatorial disjunctive cut. Thereby, X a and the 
linear programming solution may be updated, with cases 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c) being 
checked again. Of course, this process can be repeated if no fathoming results. One 
may choose to perform this operation at most some NCUT times. (We selected 
NCUT = 2 in our computations.) Observe that the inequalities generated exploit the 
fact that gi, i E J~  can essentially be treated as nonkey variables. Moreover, they 
are computationally important in that they are the only mechanism for enforcing 
the i e J + restrictions. 
Remark. Some expedients in implementing this step are as follows. First, it is advan- 
tageous to store the location (row/column position) in the simplex tableau for every 
variable appearing in the partial solution list. Also, the tableau location for a 
variable si associated with a conditionally valid inequality, along with the node in 
the partial solution chronology at which it was generated may be maintained to 
facilitate its deletion when it is no longer valid. 
Branching Strategy (Step 4) 
As mentioned earlier, the depth-first strategy together with a LIFO backtracking 
rule demands an effective branching rule if the alorithm is to be efficient. In integer 
programming, several branching strategies have been utilized, the most notable of 
which is the idea of penalties. This concept was introduced by Driebeek [6] and later 
generalized and improved by Tomlin [28]. However, Forrest, Hirst and Tomlin [7] 
have reported that whereas penalties may be beneficial in smaller sized problems, 
on some large mixed integer programs, penalties available from one dual simplex 
iteration are such an inaccurate indicator of the strength of a branching constraint, 
that an almost arbitrary choice may result. We therefore adopt a prudent approach 
of investing a little more effort at obtaining strengthened penalties with the hope 
of making a more judicious choice of a branching variable, in addition to improving 
the bound, and enforcing variable restrictions if possible. 
Toward this end, let x ~ be the solution obtained via the linear programming 
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relaxation of the node problem over XkD V a and let l (x  k) denote the index set of 
basic, positive key variables =i, i e l - J  ~ U J . We will select an index ioe l(x ~) to 
branch on according to (2.3) or (2.4). {Note that l ( xk )~O or else the node is 
fathomed, and if l(xk)]-- 1, there is a unique choice.) Let Na denote the index set 
for the nonbasic variables in the tableau representing x ~ other than the restricted 
nonbasic variables ci, i e J  , and let these nonbasic variables be denoted by !), 
j cNa .  Further, in terms of £i, JeNk  (noting zi, i e J  are forced zero), let the 
canonical representation of the objective function =, be =, ~,- v i .~  ao/£i, and for 
a ,7, i e l (xX) ,  let the canonical representation be :~e aio V aijY/. We will ob- 
tain a penalty on the node problem which restricts ~,i-0 for a choice i e  I(xk). Note 
that the increase in objective value on performing one dual simplex iteration after 
(implicitly) appending the (violated) inequality =i-<0 is given by 
A i - -  Clio minimum { -ao j /a i i  } (2.5) 
j<  %, : ~/ -4 )  
where thc minimum-oo if not defined. 
The individual penalties Ai, ie l(.v a) may be strengthened through the use of a 
valid inequality. Toward this end, let p and q be as defined in the bound computa- 
tion subsection above. Then, any feasible solution to the present node problem 
which additionally has the chosen =i, ie  l (x k ) equal to zero, must have at least p -  1 
of the remaining basic positive q 1 free key variables in I(x k) equal to zero (or 
nonpositive). Hence, a combinatorial disjunctive cut 7b.y>_ rein may be generated, 
where thc subscript i emphasizes the dependence of the cut on i ¢ l (x ~ ). Given such 
a cut, the penalty may possible be further strengthened on an (implicit) dual simplex 
iteration on this cut row. Specifically, let j '  be the pivot column index in (2.5). Then 
lhc abovc dual simplex pivot has transformed the right-hand-side of the appended 
constrainl -Tri. 3 '+s -  7ri~  to 
Oi.=- rcio + ;zii,(am/aii,). (2.6) 
In case Ore<O, then the performance of a dual simplex iteration on the cut row 
would require determining an index j" such that the minimum ratio is 
t),.(i)- min G(i) i2.7) 
i' \, 
where for . i:~i', 
oo if -TrO+;~d,(a,y/a,j,)>_O, 
r ( i )=  " a~ (a )(a /a ) (2.8a) 
1 *Od ',uOfltu U' -ij'; otherwise, 
( - 7r u. + 7r d, (az//a O, ) 
and for j - j ' ,  
m if nii,~ O, 
r / , ( l )  (2.8b) 
ao,i,/sro, otherwise. 
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Hence, when possible, the strengthened penalties are, using (2.5) through (2.8), 
5i=-A,.-OiorF,(i), i e l(.v~ ). (2.9) 
Having computed the penalties, one of the following branching rules may be 
adopted. 
Rule 1. Choose ioel(x k) such that di,=max{di:ieI(xX)} and utilize the com- 
panion problem (2.4) in the node selection. 
Rule 2. Choose ioel(x ~) such that 5i~=min{di:iel(xk)} and utilize the com- 
panion problem (2.3) in the node selection. 
Remarks. Observe that both 'up' and 'down' penalties [28] as in integer programm- 
ing need not be computed explicitly. To clarify what is meant, consider Rule 1 
above. The penalty 5,. is valid on the branch z~,, 0. Now, the penalty on the com- 
panion branch is given by min{5i: iel(x ~) {i0}}. By viewing the rule in this light, 
the connection of Rule 1 with the following integer programming rule is evident: 
Choose that 'fractional' variable to branch on, for which the difference between the 
up and down penalties is a maximum, and for the next node, choose that with the 
smaller of the two penalties for the selected variable. Furthermore, in view of this 
remark, the quantity 6=min{di : ie l (xk)} may be used to strengthen the lower 
bound v k, so that if v ~ +a_> f, then the current node may be fathomed. Of course, 
if for any i e I(xk), vk+ 5~ _> 9, then the partial solution may be incremented by + i. 
Our reason for devising Rule 2 was to attempt a branching strategy which seeks 
good quality solutions, and which has the potential of increasing d defined above 
at succeeding nodes. This aids the fathoming process. 
In concluding this section, we illustrate the penalty computations through an ex- 
ample and present a formal statement of the algorithm. Consider a situation in R: 
in which J '  0 and at x x, all the nonbasic variables are nonkey. Hence, p=2.  Fur- 
ther, suppose d=0,  q 3, with the basic positive free key variables given by 
~,l 4 /3 - (2 /3)y l  (-4/3))'2, 
~2 = 10/3 - (2/3) v~ - (2/3)y_,, 
~3 8/3 - (-2/3)y~ -- (4/3)v2 
and with the objective function given by 
z=13/3-(-4/3)y~ ( 1/3)y 2. 
Hence, from (2.5), 
AI =(4/3)min{(4/3)/(2/3), '} 8/3, A 2=5/3 and A 3 2/3. 
Now for strengthening the penalties, let us first compute all. Note that for a vertex 
satisfying z~ 0, at least one of ~2 -< 0, z~ -< 0 must hold. Using the above canonical 
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equations,  this implies that (1 /5 )y l+(1 /2)y : -> l  must hold. Consequently,  from 
(2.6), 
Om -1+(1 /5){(4 /3 ) / (2 /3 )} -  3 /5<0.  
Hence A I may be improved upon. Here, q (1) - (4 /3 ) / (1 /5 ) -  20/3 from (2.8b) and 
re ( I )=  ( 9 /3 ) / ( -9 /10)= 10/3. Consequently,  from (2.7), r / , (1 ) -Q(1) -10 /3 ,  and 
so (2.9) gives 
~5~ - (8/3) - ( -3 /5 ) (10 /3)  - 14/3. 
Similarly, it turns out that d , -Ae=5/3  and ~5~=5/3. Thus, Rule I would select 
i0-- 1 and attempt he problem (2.4), whereas Rule 2 would select either i0 = 2, 3 and 
then attempt problem (2.3). Furthermore,  the bound at the present node can be 
strengthened by ra in{14/3 ,5 /3 ,5 /3}  - 5/3. 
Sitmmarv of the proposed algorithm 
1. Initialization. Set k 0, X ° X, V ° -  V, . ? -0 ,  i ,=oo. (If an incumbent _'? is 
available, set v-c .~. )  Let the part ial  solution list be empty; hence, J 'U J  O. 
Select a value for NCUT (NCUT = 2 recommended).  
2. Main Step (Node Problem). (i) Solve the l inear program ra in{c-x :  xc  Xa O Y} 
using the 2-phase primal simplex algor ithm. If the problem is infeasible, go to Step 
4. Otherwise, let .v a solve the linear program with va~-c, x a. If va__>_ V, go to Step 4. 
(ii) If all nonbasic variables are key variables, then set .~-x  a, v - -v  a and go to 
Step 4. 
(iii) If NCUT new cuts have been generated at this step, proceed to Step 2(iv). 
Otherwise, generate a valid inequality as described in the bounding strategy above, 
update X ~, and return to Step 2(i). 
(iv) Compute  the penalties ~5 i, i e l (x  k) through equations (2.5)-(2.9). If 
v a + rain { di: i e l(x * ) } _> f:, go to Step 4. I f v a + r5 i >__ f~ for any i e l(x a ), increment  he 
part ial  solution list (and J " )  by +i.  
3. Branching Step. Choose a variable to branch on according to Rule 1 or Rule 2 
above (the next section recommends Rule 1), and accordingly increment he partial  
solution and update the new candidate problem over X k + i ~ 1/7~ 1, Increment k by 
one and return to Step 2. 
4. l~'alhoming Step. If all elements in the partial solution are underl ined, stop; .? 
solves EPMP.  Otherwise, find the r ightmost nonunder l ined element, underl ine it, 
dclete all elements to its right, update J~, J , delete inequalities which have been 
generated over nodes backtracked over, set up the new candidate problem over 
X ~+ ~N l/k+ ~, increment k by 1 and return to Step 2. 
Remarks. At Step 2 above, for the sake of  efficiency, the algorithm should check 
if there are at least as many free key variables as may be addit ional ly required in 
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,f to yield [J n. If not, then the node may be fa lhomed. If exactly n ,/ 
free variables exist, then the unique possible complet ion should be tested and the 
node again fathomed. Furthermore,  it H - , J  = 1, it i~ preferable to simpl~ 
enumerate all possible complet ions rather than to compute bounds.  
3. Problem generation and computational experience 
In this section, we present computat ional  experience with the two proposed 
algorithms, with the purpose of ascertaining the computat ional  effort required by 
the algorithms and their numerical  stability. Toward this end, we first describe a 
method to generate test problems at various levels of  diff iculty. Thereafter,  we pre- 
sent computat ional  results. Final ly, some recommendat ions for a composite 
algorithm are made. 
Problem generation 
Select the problem dimension n, and choose m x and mr  as the number of  con- 
straints in Ax<_b and Dx<_f (X  and Y) respectively. Next, generate a linear 
program 
as follows (see May and Smith [20]). Each g0 is generated as an independent stan- 
dard normal variate, each gi0 as a uniform variate on [0, 1], and each Ci as a 
uni form variate on [ -1,  1]. For mitigating numerical diff iculties, each row was nor- 
realized, each g~i mult ipl ied by 50, each gio multipl ied by 100 and each C/mult ipl ied 
by 100. Now, one must decide which m x inequalities determine A and which m~ 
determine D to give problems of  varying dif f icuhy. 
Fo begin with, for each row vector G , -  [,~/i . . . . .  gi,] of the constraint set G_v<~ 
of the linear program generated thus far, compute the normal ized dot product 
,/J, ( - , "  G0/ Ic i l  ilO, l[, i -  l . . . . .  mx -~ m~.  
Note that a larger value of  q6 implies that G i and -c  have a smaller angle between 
them and hence, the larger is the propensity of Gi.x<~gio being binding at the 
l inear programming opt imum. Rank order the rows of G in decreasing order ot" ~//i. 
Next, solve t he linear program rain { c. x: Gx_< g, x >_ 0}. Let S,, and Sz~ denote the 
index sets of  the slack variables for the rows Gx<_g which are respectively nonbasic 
and basic at opt imal i ty,  and let IS,,~. - rex ,  IS,  -- mt~. We assume mv>_l .  Note 
that mx+ HIB = I t l  X + Ill y = Pll, say. The first task is to select some mxt <mx of the 
m~, rows of  G for A and some mvl_<mv of  the remaining rows of  G for D. 
Toward this end, generate two random variates r~ and r 2 as realizations of  the 
random variables R~ and R 2 respectively, having the fol lowing discrete distr ibu- 
tions 
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i tit, 
P(RI ,j)=e<J/~ e '''/<, j=  1,2 . . . . .  rex, (3.1) 
/ x  1 
P(R 2 j )=e  <'/ e 'ek, j 0, 1 . . . . .  m~ (3.2) 
/ ,t I~ 
where a~ and a2 are certain parameters whose choice is discussed subsequently. 
Observe that rl>_l and r~<_m). No,,,,,, in order to ensure a nontrivial  EPMP (i.e., 
one not solved by its l inear programm ng relaxation), select tit.\ 1 rows ['or .d, where 
l :~mt i= min{m\ , r  i}~m x, from among the m\  I-ows in S \  having the highest 
rank. Also, fiom the remaining #11 ##lxl rows of C, make an arbitrary choice of 
m) i  r~ rows for D, for example, by selecting the remainhlg rows with the largesl 
indices. 
Finally, pick m\  m\ i rows for A from the remaining rows of G ~hich have the 
highest rank ,  and  ass ig l l  the remaining m / #Ht. I rows  to D .  
Observe that by selecting (algebraically) high vahies for a i and Io~ values for a~ 
results in larger ~alues for r I and lower values for r , .  As a result, A gets rows of  
G wilh a greater propensity of being binding in the vicinity of the l inear programm- 
ing opt imum, and so, feasible sohit ions to EPMP tend to be further away from the 
linear programnfing opt imum. The linear programming opt imum belongs to higher 
dimensional  faces of  Y and a harder problem results. In our experience, ~e 
discovered thai ~l I : 5,  ll 2 5 generated very diff icuh problems, whereas ~t I 5, 
u~ = 5 generated problems of  moderate diff iculty. It is mentioned that the generator 
pro~.ides an addit ional  inequality' of  the form -,'c" t -\) -- < M, where M is laree,~ as a 
roY, for X. 
Evaluation o/' lhe branch and bound alL, orithm 
Ihc proposed branch and bound algorithm was coded in Fortran IV and was im- 
plemented on an IBM 370/158 computer  using the single precision option on the 
Fortran G compiler as well as the double precision option on the Fortran H con> 
plier. Both the branching rules Rule 1 and Rule 2 were tested. 
Table 1 reports the experience with branching Rule 1 on a typical sample of  pro- 
blems solved. Problems 1, 5, 9, 10 and 11 were generated with a~ 5, a~ -- 5, Pro- 
blems 2 and 4 were generated using a l -a2 -5 ,  Problem 3 was generated using 
~Xl a~= 5 and tt~e other problems were generated using a~ - 5, a~ 5. For all the 
problems solved, the zero tolerance used for checking the sign of the reduced costs 
in simplex operat ions was 0.001 and the zero tolerance used for assessing the 
feasibil ity of  solutions was 0.00001. The parameter  NCUT in the branch and bound 
algor ithm was set at 2 (after some prel iminary investigation). Problems 1-4 and Pro- 
blems 5a-9a were compiled on the Fortran G compiler and executed in single preci- 
sion, and Problems 5b-9b (which are the same as 5a-9a),  and 10-16 were compiled 
on the extended Fortran H compi ler  and executed with the double precision opt ion.  
It is remarked here that problems 6a and 8a have been solved incorrectly by lhe 
single precision opt ion.  Further,  lhe sohit ions to Problems 10-16, when attempted 
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Fable 1 
Evaluation of the branch and bound algorithm under branching Rule 1 
Problem n m~ nz x l~ ~, Number of Number of Fattmmin? 
bounds falhomings efficiency. 
1 5 11 5 0.29 0.95 23 18 0.78 
2 5 11 5 0.38 (I.72 14 11 0.79 
3 5 11 5 0.32 0.23 6 6 1.0(t 
4 5 11 5 0.28 0.03 2 2 1.00 
5a 5 16 5 --  0.26 4 4 1.00 
5b 5 16 5 0.44 0.36 4 4 1.00 
6a 5 16 5 ..... 0.77 17 14 0.82 
6b 5 16 5 0.35 0.92 15 14 (/.93 
7a 10 11 5 1.50 16 I 1 0.69 
7b 10 11 5 1.30 2.92 29 17 0.59 
8a 10 11 5 3.55 41 27 0.66 
8b 10 11 5 0.67 14.67 140 85 0.61 
9a 10 11 5 -- 9.68 102 79 0.77 
9b 10 11 5 (t.86 12.40 83 65 0.78 
10 10 16 5 1.93 71.29 436 281 0.64 
I1 15 16 5 4.76 150.36 489 373 (/.76 
12 15 16 5 1.26 1.21 8 4 0.50 
13 20 21 10 3.53 107.00 207 117 0.57 
14 10 26 10 4.02 91.81 244 195 0.80 
15 15 21 10 8.65 47.76 123 68 0.55 
16 18 22 10 5.14 98.67 228 129 0.57 
T,-=cpu seconds for obtaining a slarling solution using the melhod in [25]. (Any alternative heurislic 
for obtaining a starting incumbent solution ina} be utilized.) 
"lb= cpu seconds for the branch and bound algoriflnn. 
Fathoming efficiency= fraction of bounds compuled which led to fathoming. 
with the single prec is ion opt ion ,  were total ly e r roneous .  Hence ,  doub le  prec is ion 
ca lcu lat ions  are essent ia l  for  larger sized prob lems on this computer .  (it is also 
remarked  that  this d i f f icu l ty  may be mi t igated by using a suitable basis fac tor i za t ion  
and  re invers ion f requency .  We used a s t ra ight fo rward  revised s implex imp lementa -  
t ion which apparent ly  accumulated  round-o f f  er rors  when a large number  o f  i tera- 
t ions were per fo rmed. )  In this regard,  we note that  a l though the generat ion  o f  the 
combinator ia l  d is junct ive  cuts accentuates  this p rob lem,  they are ind ispensab le  in
that  they lend s igni f icant  computat iona l  ef f ic iency to the a lgor i thm.  The reason is 
that  they are the principal mechan ism for a t tempt ing  to en force  the restr ict ions 
i e J  ~ for  the cor respond ing  key var iables.  As far as the largest p rob lem size 
so lvable by this a lgor i thm is concerned ,  it is remarked  that  p rob lems with 
n+mv_<40 can be expected to be solved by this algorithm with a reasonab le  
amount  o f  e f for t .  
Next,  cons ider  the imp lementat ion  o f  the branch ing  Rule 2. Wi th  the except ion  
o f  small  p rob lems,  the per fo rmance  o f  the a lgor i thm under  this b ranch ing  rule was 
rather  poor .  Table 2 be low gives the results.  The reason  here could be the same as 
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Table 2 
Evaluation of Rule 2 in the branch and bound algorithm 
Problem T b Number of Number of Fathoming 
bounds fathomings efficiency 
I 1.29 27 17 0.63 
2 0.49 11 7 0.64 
3 0.02 2 2 1.00 
4 0.03 2 2 1.00 
7b 21.21 154 84 0.55 
8b 56.81 493 277 0.56 
9b 112.90 780 490 0.63 
10 335.73 1651 916 0.55 
11 >900 - -  - -  - -  
Legend and problems: same as for Table 1. 
that given by Forrest, et al. [7] for large mixed-integer programs. Once the 
algorithm gets committed to some facet of the polytope, it finds it difficult to ex- 
tricate itself out from the depths of the tree. Hence, the choice of an appropriate 
branching variable, particularly in the initial stages of the algorithm, is quite crucial. 
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